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Well there's the fever 
That you can't deny 
Gonna' get together with my friends 
To see my redbirds fly 
On the TV 
Or at the ballpark 
Or on the radio in my truck 
Me and Grandpa used to listen to 
Mike Shannon and Jack Buck 
Yeah I can feel it coming 
One thing I know for sure 
Is I've got Redbird Fever and 
The Cardinals are the cure 

Yeah I've got Redbird Fever 
And I know we're the best 
It's a fact we're going all the way 
'Cause we're better than the rest 
And I'll wear my Redbird colors 
To every inning that we play 
There ain't nothing better than a 
Good old Cardinal game 
So here's to my St. Louis out there 
Keeping up the fight 
Let me get a big Go Cards 
From ya Redbird fans tonight Go Cards 

There's other teams out there 
And yeah they can play 
But a Cardinal fan is proud and loud 
Until our dying day 
We drink cold beer and eat hot dogs 
On the bleachers in the sun 
No I don't need no other team 
'Cause the Cards are number one 
Some people say we're crazy 
But Redbird fans are true 
'Cause in this Cardinal nation 
We're all winners through and through 

Yeah I got Redbird Fever 
And I know we're the best 
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It's a fact we're going all the way 
'Cause we're better than the rest 
And I'll wear my redbird colors 
To every inning that we play 
There ain't nothing better than a 
Good old Cardinal game 
So here's to my St. Louis out there 
Keeping up the fight 
Let me get a big Go Cards 
From ya' Redbird fans tonight Go Cards 

Yeah I got Redbird Fever 
And I know we're the best 
It's a fact we're going all the way 
'Cause we're better than the rest 
And I'll wear my Redbird colors 
To every inning that we play 
There ain't nothing better than a 
Good old Cardinal game 
So here's to my St. Louis out there 
Keeping up the fight 
Let me get a big Go cards 
From ya' Redbird fans tonight Go Cards Go Cards 
I said Go Cards
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